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Residence halls’ night patrols reduced
By Nicholas D. Smith
Daily staff

Vall[f

To compensate for providing a 24 hour information center for the residence hall area, there is one, not two
university police assistants helping
protect the area during the evenings,
but there is no outdoor 24 -hour protection.
The SJSU housing department is
working with the university police to
get public safety assistant coverage
outside the residence hall area from
midnight to 6 am. However, university police may have trouble finding students to work the shift and the cost

may he prevaitauve, according to Jean
Marie Scott, associate director of university housing.
The 24 -hour information center
located at the front desk of Joe West
Hall, provides better secunty by having one location for residents to go in
emergencies or for information. said
Fred Najjar, director of housing services.
However, the change means "outside the facility half as much as information" will be corning in to university police at nights. Scott said.
No one has complained about the
change in service, Scou added. "No
one has raised any concerns to me,"

she said.
Up until a few weeks ago, there
were two public safety assistants
patrolling the residential hall area
every day of the week and no 24-hour
information desk
The change adjusts security
resources for the residence hall areas,
giving the area "as good a service at a
better cost," Najjar said.
Although housing is financed separately from the general university
fund, the residence hall PSAs are
financed by housing, while the other
campus PSAs are financed through the
general fund. Therefore, budget cuts
aftecting the general campus do not

affect housuig and housing security.
The changes will not affect PSA
security campus-wide, but only in the
residence hall area, according to
Najjar.
While the PSA program cuts mean
fewer people walking around the residence hall area acnng as the eyes and
ears of the police and escorting students. Najjar said the changes will
actually provide more residence hall
coverage. Residents can also go to the
desk to request escort service just as
they would go to a blue phone. The
desk can dispatch staff or the UPD.
In addition, the 54 resident 0/iViStIS
and eight resident directors are part of

craiy people around. Another freshman, art and film
maw, Megan Cooper, said she didn’t
really see much neat for die 24 -hour
desk service. "I don’t think that it’s
necessary." Cooper said she would
prefer to have the extra PSA outside,
because "you can always have RAs
help you."
To gain entrance toy of the residence halls, visitors are instructed with
signs to call the resident from an outside telephone. The tendon must let
the visitor in. RAs and RDs can also
be reached from the outside phone.

the housing staff arid take some of the
responsibility for sec unty. The resident
advisers and resident directors are
responsible for safety and for ensuring
policies of the halls are earned out
they’re
"Any kind of incident
there," Najjar said.
the
need
convinced
as
Not everyone
for the 24-hour desk outweighs having
just one PSA at night in the area.
Some residents said they would prefer
more help on the outside.
Freshman nursing student Nicole
Flowers said the 24-hour desk was an
"excelknt idea," but said there should
be more PSAs, not less. "It’s a dangerous area," she said. ’There’s a lot of

See POIJCE, Back Page

Ft. Ord
satellite
location
found

A plight without a cure

By Barbara Dohenv
13115 sUitt

Just weeks ago, all you heard from the
California State University was class cancellations, budget cuts, layoffs and worse times
ahead.
Now administrators are talking about a 15 lane, 50-yard indoor pool.
A brand-new gymnasium, several other fitness centers, a football stadium with astro-turf
and housing for a sizable Greek village have
also been the subjects of discussion.
All are within 10 minutes of the beach.
"That’s the future for CSU right there,"
according to Hank Hendrickson. director of
SJSU facilities, development and operations.
SJSU’s proposed satellite campus at Fort
Ord is on the map - at least tentatively
with three potential sites identified.
University planners managed to exclude a
toxic landfill, but their proposal includes several areas contaminated by hydrocarbon petrochemicals gasoline and solvents, according
to the Army.
The pre-fab campus could save CSU millions and would likely become an independent
Donna Rnuraner Daily staff

Nineteen -year-old Tina, who is six and a half months pregnant, takes refuge under a bridge. She found herself homeless after

LIFE under
the

See FOR r ORD, Back Page

photographer

a lengthy hospital stay.

Homeless linger despite
city removal efforts

Solar-cooking
demonstration
preludes party

By Faye Welts

By Kim Carter

Duly sail venter

Wls staff whim

Under a bodge in San Jose, blankets and clothes Lay abandoned on
the cool, sandy shelf above the high water level of the Guadalupe
River. Someone drew a buffalo and wrote "Jesus loves you" on the
wall iaposite the shelf and someone else heaved a piece of fruit at the
wall s. heir it splattered into a ragged gar.
Ace lives here with sit other people, hut no one was homelbe
people who live in Ace’s canip range in age from 19 to 24, are all
white and, al:or-ding to Ate, are alcohol and drug free.
"This is not the
place," he said. But he did not hke lus previoth place, he added. When his girlfriend invited him to, he moved to
the cool covered place he now calls home.

bridge

See HOMELESS, Page
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Students can stop by the Environmental
Resource Center’s booth in front of
Washington Square Hall to sample solarcooked food including baked mamas, nachos.
cookies and breads. But don’t expect to get
samples of hot dogs and hamburgers. This is an
environmentalist wok -off.
The ERC began a week-long demonstration
of solar cookers, ovens and fners Tuesday on
the Tower lawn. Thc demonstration will continue through Friday.
The ERC booth displayed an array of enviSee SOL4R COOKS, Back Page

Future president’s duties
unchanged since 1956
By Robert Drueekhamnwr
Daily staff writer

The new president of SJSU
may not have been selected yet,
but then, that person’s job
de.scription hasn’t been decided
yet either.
The state chancellor’s office,
which provides "general" job
descriptions for president positions, hasn’t updated its description for the president position
since 1982. The original job
description was written in 1956.
Colleen Bentley -Adler,
spokeswoman for the chancellor’s office, said a new des.nption will be written by the presi
dential selection committee for
SJSU’s new president. But
Bentley -Adler did not know
when that would occur, and
could not explain it or why the
job description has not been

_

updated for the last eight years.
And Lori Stahl, SJSU
spokeswoman, also had no
information about the job
description for J. Handel Evans,
SJSU’s intezim president or the
as of yet unchosen future president.
According to the latest job
descriptions available, however,
the person who will replace
Fullerton must have "five wars
of progressively responsible
adnuniqrauve experience in the
management of one or more
major programs or support
functions in an educational setting," and must have the "equivalent to pOSSM1011 of a doctorate degree including extensive
course work in organtiational
structure, fiscal, administrative
and xi iii Illall4C111011."
In addition, he description
says the pit‘Nitleill must have a

wide range of knowledge in
areas critical to university optxanon, such as the "poncipks of
regain/anon, fiscal and pawnnel managemait in higher eciu
cation; comprehensive knowl
edge of and demonstrated lealershrp in the achievement of
educational goals or excelknce.
"Thorough knowledge of
concerns and needs of students
and faculty in an educational
environment, and thorough
knowledge of the commis arid
needs of support staff in a work
setting," were addiuonal prereqMALI.

While Beutley-Adles said
Evans is operating under that
txisic descripuon, it is not clear
if Evans has been given an indepth job des. npuon in addition
to the basic descoption V. I th
liecifit: goals to assomplish on
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Alcohol policies to change
for SJSU Greek system
By ’frail 1/eguchi
hut’s mail

*Mr,

In a pint Mon by the Interfratemity
Council and Panhellenic Council to
improve Greek relations bow= houses as
well as perpetuating a better image as a
whole, the Greek Awareness Program, or
GAP, made its debut with a lot of promise
In the Umunhum room Saturreay, potential members of SJSU’s fraternity and
*minty houses, pledges. gathered to panic c
pate in a day of speakers and panels.
As IF(’ president Chris Carpita and
Panhellenic president Paige Martz welcomed the pledges, Camel pointed out the
bylaws of 1PC, which were in part the same
which Panhellenic shared
Cansta said that ;inking these golds such
as eschluiging ideas. being a liaison to the
administration, self governing and managing public relations, risk management
would he a kuga pnonis
"IFC is making serious changes with
alcohol policies," Carpna said addressing
the group. "Risk management is everyone’s

business. Think about it"
IFC public relations chairman (’had
Lowman along with Panhellenic council
secretary Valerie Rivera chaired GAP, and
Lowman said that even though GAP was
suggested by visiting filmier national IF(’
president Chuck LA wing after his visit a year
ago. GAP implementation at SJSU means
11101r than rust another program.
"Thar are a lot of issues arising for our
age group and there’s not a lot of information out there," Lowneth said.
Its the riot speaker, liana Pita coordinator of the Prevention and Education
Program, PEP, introduced a date rape session by having everyone stand up and
declare their unikrwear MIN After creative
moron. tiouls. the pledges participated in
1)61.N Cillerld111111g arid intonnative speech.
talk gave a whole new outlook,"
said lq-year-old aerospace engineering
major and Theta Chi pledge Mateo
Martinet, "It opened my eyes to how people view things"
See GAP,

Back Page
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Nintendo hands kids
tickets to the lottery
Video game offers
at-home gambling

that could provide future gambling woes
for today’s children when they become
tomorrow’s adults. Although the lottery
vendor, Control Data Corporation of
Minneapolis, said their plan will be
safeguarded against minors use, the
average, curious, adolescent mind could
probably figure out the secret to playing
the lottery.
This move to incorporating the lottery
is also Nintendo’s attempt to expand its
marketplace to the adult crowd. Nintendo
said, in a company statement, that the
expansion will provide insights for future
network applications like on-line banking
and stock system like those used in
Japan.
On the other hand. Nintendo is, for the
most part, a game name associated with
top video games, played by kids. By
introducing the plan, which is to be
tested by 10,000 people over a six-month
period next summer, yet another
unethical situation is being offered to
those too young to make responsible
choices.
Gambling or any other type of event
involving the gain or loss of money is a
recreation reserved for those either IS
years or older. Having the louay more
accessible than sneaking into a casino,
for those under-age, is breaking the law.
Lottery officials should devise another
way to increase lottery interest without
involving our youth.

would think that
you
kids and teenagers
today have enough to
think about.
There’s violence with the Ninja
Turtles, apathetic attitudes with the
BarUnan and Pee Wee Herman’s sexual
behavior. Kids today have to be toughminded decision makers to do the right
thing.
Obviously Minnesota lottery officials
aren’t aware of this.
In their attempt to boost flat lottery
interest and sales, lottery officials are
testing a system where, with special
software, modem and your Nintendo,
numbers for playing the lottery can be
selected at home on your television set.
This may seem like a profitable way to
increase revenue, but have the fairminded adults at the lottery office in
Minnesota considered the ethics involved
with injecting gambling into home
television sets?
Obviously not. Who says junior won’t
pop in the lottery software instead of
Super Mario Land? Their plan to bring
the Minnesota lottery into suburban
homes via Nintendo systems is a plan
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Jack Trageser

Iraq grants a meaningless surrender
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Homosexuals treated
as second-class citizens
At a time when more and more
companies in California and across the
country are making commitments to ban
discrimination based on sexual
orientation in the work place, Wilson’s
action shows how out of step his
administration is.
California has long been in need of
gay .rights legislation. The people and the
employers of the state are ready for laws
that protect civil rights for everyone.
Wilson’s failure to recognize the need
for universal civil rights demonstrates a
fundamental weakness in judgment.
Now that he has made it clear he will
not support basic legal protection of
human rights. Wilson should begin to
think hard about how he is going to
protect his position as governor in the
next election.
With the rioting that has flared up in
reaction to the veto, critics will fall back
to the claim that the movement is a
radical minority demanding special
privileges.
But what other segment of American
society would be legally denied aCCeSS to
housing, employment, marriage and
military service, and expected to calmly
stand by and let the laws roll over them?
How long does the homophobic
minority expect gays and lesbians to
accept second-class citizenship?
As a gay man, I have to accept the
fact that my place in society is far from
secure. As an American and a voter, I
have to accept my responsibility to work
for the changes that are necessary.
But this is not an issue that only
affects gay people.
Anybody who understands the history
of the civil rights struggle in this country
has to recognize that when the rights of
any one group are denied, everyone’s
rights are in jeopardy.

rights in California took a
Civil
giant step backward Sunday
with Gov. Pete Wilson’s veto
of AB 101.
The gay rights legislation,
originally designed to prohibit
discrimination against lesbians and gays
in housing and employment, had already
been cut down to a simple employment
protection measure.
Wilson, however, backed away from
earlier hints at support for the bill and
bowed to pressure from the religious
right arid hard-line republicans.
The governor has shown us that in a
state known for its recognition of racial
and religious diversity, sexual diversity
can be denial the same basic legal
protection accorded to other minorities.
By caving-in to the myth that gay.
rights efforts will benefit only a fringe
special -interest group, WiLson has
aligned himself with representatives of a
bigoted and intolerant minority who
steadfastly ignore both reason and the
facts.
Homosexuality is not simply an
alternative life-style or an onentation
chosen for its political. shock value. It’s
not a choice at all. It’s a fact of life.
Wilson has failed to recognize the fact
that lesbians and gays are a significant
segment of society that cuts across all
racial, religious and political boundaries,
and the last legally-sanctioned victims of
bigotry and intolerance in California.
Wilson has continued George
Deukmejian’s tradition of vetoing gayrights legislation, ignoring the results of
a California Poll released Sunday
showing a 62 percent majority of
Californians supported AS 101.
Citing a lack of evidence to support
imposing the "burden" of the legislation
on employers, Wilson said that AS 101
failed "the test of fairness."
It’s unfortunate that Gov. Wilson secs
fairness as a burden California employers
are unable or unwilling to bear. It’s also
not realistic.

Tony Mare* tin Daily staff writer.

Room (408) 9243280
924-3282
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I n the good ol’ days, when a
country lost a war it was at the
disposal of those who defeated it.
But no more.
After experiencing my first real
war, in a civilian sense, I am appalled at
the amount of latitude given to Iraqi
leader Saddam Hussein.
Engraved in my mind, from years of
history lessons and movies, are images of
swords and rifles being ceremoniously
surrendered by the loser in symbolic
admissions of defeat. The news from Iraq
these days, however, has a much different
tone to it.
A group of representatives from the
United Nations was held hostage
yes,
held hostageby the very vanquished
country on which it was supposed to be
checking. Then, when Iraq "decided" to
let the U.N. delegates go about their
business, it was with the stipulation that
they catalog the documents they were
taking. Also, Hus.sein "decided" to allow
the use of helicopters to search out
possible hidden weapons factories and
stockpiles. How utterly generous of him.
Iraq’s excuse for the detainment? The
delegates, in their attempt to ensure Iraq’s
compliance with the U.N. resolution, had
uncovered information threatening to
national security.
Maybe I’m a little naive when it comes
to foreign affairs, but common sense tells
me that Iraq gave up any right to national
security when it invaded Kuwait.
Peaceable Iraqi citizens who had their
homes torn apart by Patriot Missiles

Sports top television
Having been involved in numerous
sporting activities my entire life, it’s no
wonder a large percentage of the
television I watch is sports-related. But
even if I had no particular interest in
baseball, football, basketball, surfing,
skiing and the many other televised
sports, I would still favor sports as my
choice for TV entertainment.
As opposed to sitcoms and dramas,
sports are real -life situations being
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EDITORIAL
BROOKE SHELBY BIGGS, extesifire editor

decided on a field of play. l’hc fact that
money is at stake only adds to the inherent
desire to come out victorious. Most TV
shows with a storyline have a predictable
ending, with the good guys winning or a
message being clearly conveyed. The
essence of sports is its unpredictability.
Today, with rare exceptions, sports are
shown live and never repeated. Turn on
Monday Night Football three-quarters of
the way through its season and you’ll see
a contest of wills and personalities on the
field, and a matchup of strategies on the
sidelines. Sporting events are like
snowflakes - no two are exactly alike.
Conversely, a person with bad timing
might tune in to Growing Pains three
Limes in one year and see the same
episode all three times.
Only in sports can we witness for real
two men yelling, and inadvertently
spitting, at each other, noses millimeters
apart. And where else do we get to see
people being themselves, doing their jobs,
acting in accord with their actual
personalities.
Every other kind of television
entertainment, with the possible exception
of MTV, involves actors (or game-show
contestants) following a prescribed plan
or script. With sports we see it happen, as
it happens, and the subplots intertwined
into every contest are far more realistic
than most of the stuff Hollywood writers
can dream up.

should know that better than anyone.
A particular scenario comes to mind
when I think about Hussein’s idiotic
displays of bravado. The neighborhood
smart-alcc taunts a bigger, older kid,
confident that the older kid won’t bother
to respond. Then, when the older kid does
react and commences to slap the the
smart-alcc around, the kid’s taunts turn to
sobbing pleas. He lets the brat go free
(Hussein being the brat, of course), and as
soon as the kid is a safe distance away he
starts taunting all over again.
President Bush and the United Nations,
like the bigger kid, are apparently letting
Hussein continue his shallow attempts at
saving face ... for now. But after a certain
point they will be forced to go back and
make the smart-alec grovel once again.
In the good ’ol days, defeated countries
would have taken their medicine humbly,
and if they didn’t, their victors would be
there to ram it down their throats.
But no more.
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ART DEPT.:

Student gallery an
shows, 9 a.m., receptions al 6 p.m., An
Dept., daily through Oct 4, call 924
4130.

ARNOLD AIR SOCIETY:
American Red Cross Blood Drive, 9
a.m., S.1.1 Loma Priets Room, daily
through Oct. 4, call 297 i4761 or 971

p.m , call 216 2002

RE-ENTRY ADVISORY

PROGRAM: Brown bag lum.h
finance your education, noon , S.U.
Montalvo Room, call 924 5911
ART HISTORY ASSOC.:

2055.
ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE
CENTER: Demon.soation of solar
cookers, OveRS and fryers, 9:30 am ,
Student Union tables, daily through
Oct. 4, call 924 5467.

ALTERNATIVE LIFESTYLES
POLITICAL ACTION
COALITION: Weekly meeting, 7

Film.
-Running Fence,- 12:30p.m., Art
Bldg 110A, call WA 4351.
S.A.F.E.R.: Meeting, 5 p.m., WSQ
115, call 924.5468,

FANTASY/STRATEGY CLUB:
"Sur Fleet Rattles," "Champions,"
"Advanced Dungeons and Dragons,"
5 ill p.m , S.U. Guadalupe Room, call
924 7097.

SpartaGulde is a daily calendar available to SJSU students, faculty and staff organizations at
no charge. Deadline for submission: 5 p.m. two days before publication. Forms are available
at the Spartan Daily, WIN 104. limited spate may force reducing the number of insertions.

A KBAYAN CLUB: General
meeting, 2:30 p.m.. S.U. Costanoan
Room, call 297-2169.
GOLDEN KEY NAT’L HONOR
SOCIETY: General meeting. 5 p.m.,
S.U. Pacheco Room, call 287 2735.
CAREER PLANNING k
PLACEMENT: Organizing your job
hunt, 12:30 p.m.. S.U. Costanoan
Room; On-campus interview
orientation, 10:30 am. and 5’10 p.m.,
S.U. Almaden Room, call 924 6033.
M.I.S. CLUB: General meeting. 4:30
p.m.. S.U. Guadalupe Room, call 9977307.
ASPB: A.S. Program Board’s
Wednesday Night Cinema: "Silence of
the Lambs," 6 p m and 9 p.m

Morns

Walt Disney World
celebrates 20th year
LAKE BUENA VISTA, Ha. (AP)
Rain -laden skies Tuesday failed to
dampen the 20th annual celebration of
the day Mickey Mouse began to transform central Florida into an international tourist destination.
"Never underestimate the power of
a dream," Roy E. Disney told a crowd
near Cinderella’s Castle in the Magic
Kingdom the creation of his late
uncle, Walt Disney, and his father,
Roy 0. Disney.
The $400 million attraction has
grown into a $3 billion resort encompassing three parks, 18 hotels and 43
square miles of forested and carefully
manicured resort areas. It opened to
about 10,000 visitors on Oct. 1, 1971,
five years after Walt Disney’s death.
Walt Disney Co. Chairman
Michael Eisner, who joined Mickey
Mouse and Roy E. Disney in the
morning ceremonies capping four
days of festivities, quipped, "There
were more people in the park in the
first two hours than in the entire first
day 20 years ago."
"It requires people to make a
dream a reality," Eisner told the crowd
before a parade, fireworks and a jet
plane flyover. That has been true all
of these years" during similar ceremonies opening theme parks, resort
hotels and attractions in Florida,

California and Japan, Eisner said.
Reading from a plaque dedicated
by his father Roy in ceremonies two
decades ago, Roy E. Disney said:
"May Walt Disney World bring joy
and inspiration and new knowledge to
all who come to this happy place a
Magic Kingdom where the young at
heart of all ages can laugh and play
and learn together."
"It was a Zip-a-Dee-Doo-Dah
Wonderful Day, all right," said park
guest Gino Molinari of the Bronx.
N.Y., mimicking the Disney theme
song of the day.
Giant red, white and blue balloons
depicting the Mickey Mouse ears
lined Main Street between cinderella’s
Castle and Town Square during the
singing, dancing and pageantry that
ignored rain sprinkles throughout the
gloomy morning.
"It’s been a long time and many
happy memories in the Magic
Kingdom," Roy E. Disney said in
rededicating the park.
"I learned in that time you can
never underestimate the power of a
dream, and my father and my uncle
never underestimated that dream."
He is a vice chairman of the giant
California-based entertainment company that expects to open a
EuroDisneyland theme park near Paris

U San lose State University

next April.
The transformation of a rural
Orlando area into a sophisticated
tourist mecca by the rapid expansion
of the Disney empire was illustrated in
recent studies that show that almost 15
million visitors to the region spent
some $S billion in 1990. Tourism
accounted for almost 25 percent of
total employment in the area, the figures show.
In 1970, the passenger count at
Orlando International Airport was 1.1
million. In 1990, it was 18.4 million.
Disney paid almost $39 million in
property taxes to Orange County in
1990, collected over $12 million in
resort taxes and almost one-fifth of the
total revenues the county receives
from sales taxes.
Eisner said that despite the shaky
economy, the company will go ahead
with plans for a fourth theme park in
Central Florida by the turn of the century.
"At some point, I think we have
the infrastructure and the desire for
maybe even a fifth park" in Florida,
the Disney chairman said But he provided no details.

Dailey Auditorium. call 924.6261 or
924 6263.
MECkA: General meeting, 6 p.m.,
Chicvio Resource Center, Third Floor,
WLN. call 926.1128.
STUDENT HEALTH
ADVISORY (.0MMITTEE:
Planning meeting. 1:30 p.m.. HB 208,
call 424 6204.
B/PAA: Business Professionals’
Advertising Assoc. meeting to work on
fall campaign. 630 p.m., WLN 112,
call 268-6291.
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS:
Open meeting, 12:15 p.m., Campus
Ministry Center, call 298-0204.
AA PSA: Afncan American Faculty &

Wednesday,

7-1-VASVAY3
B.A.S.E.: Black Alliance of Scientists
and Engineers’ general meeting. 6 p.m.,
ENG 358, call 924-8791.
DISABLED STUDENTS
ASSOC.: Annual fall BBQ 11:30
am HBO pit next to CCB, call 9246000
Speaker

K.M. ICrishnan on -Spatially Resolved
Energy -Lou Spectroscopy," 1:30 p.m..
SCI 251, call 924-5245.
ECONOMIC STUDENT ASSOC.:
Career day report, resumes and other
items, 3 pm., S.U. Montalvo Room,

call 358.1053.
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Bible study,
noon, S.U. Montalvo Room, call 29480204.
CAREER PLANNING k
PLACEMENT: Employer
presentations: Northern Telecom, 12:30
p.m.. S.U. Guadalupe Room; Co-op
orientation. 2 p.m., S.U. Almaden
Room; On -campus Interview
onentation. 430 p.m., S.U. Almaden
Room, call 924 6033.

Air Force jet drops Crayola
radioactive bulb, returns
prompting inquest colors
LOS ANGELES (AP)
A
radioactive light bulb fell off a mili.
lazy plane and was lost in the Mojave
Desert, prompting the government to
investigate why a CAmtractor imparted
the devices without a license, officials
said Tuesday.
"Right now, the Air Force and the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission are
investigating the whole thing," said
Lt. Col. John Shah., in charge of radiation safety at Edwards Air Force
Base.
"We’re concerned that radioactive
matenal be properly licensed and controlled and that’s what we have to
look at," NRC spokesman Greg Cook
said.
The two-inch-wide lights are hemisphere -shaped and glow blue-green
because they contain radioactive ti hum gas that makes another material
fluoresce.
During the Sept. 12 accident,
McDonnell Douglas Corp. was testing
two such lights on an Air Force KC10 fuel tanker plane as a way to make
it easier and safer for fighter pilots to
hook up to KC-10s for refueling.

The miming "tritium light source"
probably shattered on impact on
remote Bureau of Land Management
property in the Black Hills north of
Edwards and California City, harmlessly dispersing the gas, Shirtz said.
It couldn’t pose any environmental or
health hazard unless someone broke
an intact light and intentionally
inhaled the gas, he added.
The light contained 1.6 curies of’
tritium, much less than similar emergency exit lights on commercial jetliners, said William Fisher, nuclear materials licensing chief at the NRC office
in Arlington, Texas.
The Air Force Radioisotope
Committee is investigating "irregularities" in how McDonnell Douglas
imported the small lamps, said Col.
Dave Wood, the committee’s executive secretary.
Fisher said McDonnell Douglas
bought the lights from a manufacturer
in Britain, "brought them to the
United States and proceeded to install
the fast of these on a KC-10 tanker.
... McDonnell Douglas wasn’t properly licensed to possess these."

EASION, Plc (AP) ---- Once again,
raw umber horses can be colored galloping through fields of maize under
lemon yellow suns, but not for long.
Crayola thought twice about casting
away eight colors last year and
announced Tuesday they’ll return
briefly.
The Binney & Smith Co. retired the
colors in favor of more vivid hues, but
complaints streamed in and the company decided to bring the mainstays back
in a collector set of 72 crayons.
"This is a great moral victory," said
Robert Pagan’ of San Diego, president
of CRAYON, the Committee to
Reestablish All Your Old Norms.
The company said the retired colors
blue gray, green blue, lemon yellow, maize, orange red. orange yellow,
raw umber and violet blue will be
packaged with other crayons in a tin
and sold only through the end of
January.
Crayola said children, the main
users of its products, wanted brighter
colors.
"Kids just love the eight new colors, but moms liked the old eight we
replaced." limey & Smith president
Richard S. Gunn said.
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PHONE: 924-3280
FAX: 924-3282

Staff Assoc. weekly meeting, noun.
WSQ 215, call 924 1615
STUDENT HOMELESS
ALLIANCE: Merung/teach in, 6
p.m., DMH 226 B, call 287-4596 or
335 7039

PHYSICS SEMINAR.:

October 2, 1991
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Volleyball team rebounds from tough weekend
with four set victory over New Mexico State
Sparta’, senior
middle blocker
leads SJSU
with 14 kills
By Anne Douquet
Daily staff WTIter

Although head volleyball coach
John Corbelli said the Spartans have
"a long way to go," the team united
Monday to overcome New Mexico
State in four games at the Event
Center.
The Spartan’s record is now 4-4
overall and 2-3 in the Big West
Conference.
"Everybody is holding something
back," Corbelli said after the game.
"We’re capable of playing much better
than we have, but we’ll take the win."
The game sores were 15-9,9-15,
15-9 and 15-12.
Senior middle blocker Leslie Page
said that "the team pulled together and
communicated well."
Page, who is recovering from a
shoulder injury, also added that the
"blocking was good."
Page had 14 kills against the
Roadrunners.
The Roadrunners ended last season
with an overall record of 5-30 and finished last season eighth in the Big
West Conference.
Head coach Craig Choate is
presently in his second season as head
coach. Five starters rejoined a New
Mexico State squad from last season.
Improved communication and

teamwork aided in the Spartans’ victory.
Corbelli said that Page has been the
leading percentage hitter for the
Spartans for the Iasi three weeks and
that she "had a great night."
Corbelli also added the team is
struggling to establish their identity.
With only two returning starters in,
Page and senior outside hitter Dawnis
Wilson, Corbett’ feels the team has
’The potential to be very strong."
Wilson, who is a three-time All Big
West Conference player, had 19 kills
and 11 digs in the match.
Wilson is still suffering from a
shoulder injury, but Corbelli said she
"was more effective against New
Mexico State than in recent performances." He feels that she is distracted
by her injury and that it is definitely
influencing her play, he said.
The Spartans are trying to rebuild
their team after losing seven players
from last season’s NCAA tournament
team.
Corbelli said that his younger players need to become better seasoned by
getting playing experience in more
competitive matches.
Next up for the Spartans is the
Stanford Invitational on Thursday and
Friday starting at 6 p.m. at Maples
Pavilion.
The Spartans will face tough competition in this tournament from
defending national champion Stanford
and other teams such as Notre Dame.
Corbelli commented that the key to
success in this upcoming tournament
is "not to give up too early and to take
every match seriously."
He said that SJSU "needs to beat
good teams as well as mediocre teams
in order to be competitive."

Lynn Benson Daily staff

Spartan setter Jennifer Liston watches as middle blocker Leslie
Page slams a kill past a New Mexico State player’s block attempt.

photographer

SJSU beat the Roadninners in four sets at the Event Center
Monday. The win improved the Spartans’ Big West record to 2-3.

Spartans back on track in Big West; challenges still lie ahead
.1 Jim
Johnson
Daily sports editor

There’s nothing like a little
Big West Conference play
to get a team back on
nack.
Saturday’s 23-7 victory over fringe
contender Utah State was just what the
Spartan football team needed. Two
losses on the road, against a big-time
program like Florida and a Domehome team like Minnesota, had SJSU
ready for some Big West action.

After a walk-through matchup
against the game, but overmatched,
Long Beach State 49ers, the Spartans
roared into Utah State’s Romney
Stadium with more than enough motivation.
SJSU head coach Terry Shea led
his team into Logan, Utah as the conquering local hem, returning to the site
of perhaps the biggest disappointment
in his career. In the early 80s, Shea had
been a long-time Aggies assistant
coach, from 1976 to 1983, and was
considered the odds-on-favorite to
become the next Utah State head
coach. But Shea was overlooked and
he headed elsewhere.
He ended up at SJSU and
Saturday’s game was Shea’s first in
Logan as the Spartans’ head coach.
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In addition, the Aggies were seen
as the Spartans’ first real competition
of their Big West season. For the past
seven years, the Big West champion
has boasted a perfect 7-0 conference
record. Since SJSU doesn’t face
Fresno State until the final contest of
the season, Utah State was supposed
to be the first major speed bump on
the SJSU conference Autobahn.
So the Spartans headed into their
biggest Big West matchup of the season thus far looking for some competition.
They didn’t find much.
SJSU defense, which had
The
been mediocre at best in the
fast three games, emerged
to hog-tie the Aggie offense.

Utah State’s biggest offensive
threat, running back Roger Grant, only
rushed the Nall 14 times, for 41 yards.
The Aggies’ overall rushing game did
even worse. It was left spinning its
wheels for a grand total of zero net
rushing yards.
Although the Aggies picked up 258
yards through the air, most of those
came in a catch-up attempt. The
Spartans took a 23-0 lead before the
Aggies could take a deep breath. The
resultant aerial comeback try by Utah
State allowed the Spartan defense to
tee off on Aggie quarterback Ron
Lopez. SJSU piled up six sacks of
Lopez as a result.
Suddenly the Spartans are 2-0 in
the Big West, they’ve evened their
record at 2-2 overall, and they’re get-

ting votes in the Associated Press Top
25 poll.
Well, actually the Spanans got one
vote and they’re not actually ranked in
the Top 25, SJSU’s single vote ties it
with perennial football power Tulsa
for 43rd in the nation, but a vote is a
vote.
this bears a striking resemAIIblance to last season when
the Spartans struggled early,
then picked up speed as they began
their Big West schedule.
Last year, SJSU tied Louisville and
lost to Washington before tuming it
on. By the end of last season, the
Spartans were ready to compete with
many nationally-ranked teams.
While this year’s team probably
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isn’t as talented as last season’s team,
it seems to be following the same
trend.
One major difference is that this
year’s team already has two losses,
and it still has to face nationallyranked Cal, Hawaii and Fresno State.
To equal last year’s record, the
Spartans have to win two of those
games and tie one, in addition to winning all of their remaining Big West
contests.
To equal, or surpass, last year’s
national recognition, SJSU probably
has to win the rest of its games, a
monumental task.
Nevertheless, don’t be surprised if
the Spartans make another run at a
national ranking, and a berth in the
final California Raisin Bowl
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KSJS defeats rival KFJC in paint war
By Nicholas D. Smith
Duly gaff writer

Barry Gutierrez Daily staff photograplx
paintball comptetion with rival college radio
station KFJC of Foothill College.

KSJS DJ Alan Caplan hides out in a bunker
unsure of which way to move in Saturday’s

The hidden meaning of art
SJSU art students
express themselves
and their talents
through artwork
displayed weekly
By Michael Monaghan
Duly staff wnter
Art is an intangible thing to the
casual viewer a few splotches of
paint on a canvas, perhaps a distonal
shape or two to liven the picture up
and we are expected to believe it contains some hidden meaning.
But an is a form of self-expression,
and often an artist’s work reflects an
emotional experience he or she has
felt deeply and wants to share with the
world, though not everyone will
understand it.
As freedom of expression is a conviction our society holds deeply, we
often take for granted our ability to
tell others exactly how we feel. SJSU
art student Raine Cheng might have a
few words to say about that argument,
however. Only she can’t express herself that way she’s deaf, and must
rely on sign language, her notebook,
and her art to tell others how she feels.
The SJSU an department contains
eight galleries in which students can
display their artwork on a weekly

tusis, as Cheng did recently with her
own work. Seven plaster-like masks
lined the walls of the tiny gallery
walls, each molded from her own
face, each expressing something different. Sitting at a table was a large
white turtle, staring into a mincr.
"I’m trying to make masks of
myself to change into a turtle, but not
yet," Cheng explained, by writing ha
response on yellow notebook paper. "I
feel my bean (is) much like a turtle. It
has expression, although it can’t talk,
like I can’t talk with people."
Though conversation is hindered
by Cheng’s inability to speak, she is
enthusiastic about expressing herself
through her art. She has studied painting in pursuit of a Masters of Fine
Arts degree since 1985. Cheng uses
interpreters suggested by Disabled
Services on campus so she can understand her instructors.
Like most artists, one of Cheng’s
ambitions is to see her artwork hang
in a major gallery, where she can
express herself to a larger audience.
Until then, she continues to perfect
her technique and interact with other
artists on campus.
"I met many teachers, friends.
They are nice to me," Cheng said with
a smile.
Another artist who exhibited her
work recently in a student gallery is
Patricia King, a senior majoring in
studio arts and secondary art educa-

Lion. Her three acrylic paintings hung
like giant monoliths in the gallery,
each an array of abstracted colors that
defies interpretation.
"They’re studies until I become
comfortable with what I’m doing,"
King said with quiet reserve. Though
it is difficult to make a definitive statement on these abstract works, King is
pleased with the design process for
the paintings each required five-toseven days to complete.
"Everything I do is purposeful,"
King added.
Art has been her passion since she
was 16, but King was quick to admit
painting will not be her "bread and
butter," as she put it. She was an art
tutor at Gavilan College in Gilroy for
three years, and she sees teaching art
as her goal in life. One man who has
influenced King’s desire to teach is
SJSU instructor John Porter, who has
enhanced her skills, she said.
Between taking care of her 16month -old toddler and finishing
school, it’s a wonder she finds time to
paint at all. She realizes that her an
must be a serious hobby, rather than a
means of income, although it would
nice to be discovered. King said.
The art galleries in the Art
Department offer weekly spaces to
artists on a first-come, first -serve
basis. Tuesday nights feature receptions at each gallery from 5 p.m. to 8
p.m. and guest lecturers.

Pinned down under heavy fire, the
soldiers wriggled down into the dust to
avoid being splattered with instant
death.
"Ammo, I need ammo," they
shouted to each other as the fight wore
on.
They tried to hold the attackers
back, but the onslaught of offensive
tone forced their way closer and closer to penetrating the defensive
stronghold behind plywood walls and
stacks of old tractor tires on the hilly
field.
The tense battle was the fifth in a
best out of seven paintball match
between SJSU radio station KSJS and
Foothill College’s KFJC Saturday.
One notch apart (90.7 and 89.7
FM) and in the same broadcast area,
the college stations are natural rivals.
They’ve played each other before in
softball and the like, but this was the
first paintball match between the two.
KSJS was recently voted best college radio station by the Metro newspaper. Staffers are only too quick to
compliment KFJC on winning for runner-up.
For most of the KFJC team, this
was the first time playing the game.
However, their enthusiasm easily
made up for any lack of experience.
KSJS had already easily taken
three out of four matches if the
KSJS team won this match they would
be paintball champs of the day.
However, KFJC was threatening to
even up the score. A KFJC soldier
jumped from the pile of tires to behind
heaps of old pallets nearing the KSJS
defenses.
Bright colored paintball bullets
jumped back and forth across no-

man’s land as the both armies tried to took advantage of the situation, makmg a stab for the KFJC flag. In
gain an advantage over the other.
The thump of the CO2 rifles moments it was over. KSJS had won
echoed across the picturesque land- -- sealing the (lily’s victory.
Foothill air personality Mike
scape near Watsonville where the
teams met for a day of annihilating Rosenberg, (The Rev. Dahwave) said
the battles were all in fun. "We’re
each other.
This game’s object, called "s-peed- nvals sure, but we should still be able
ball," is to get the other IS -person to go out and party." he siud.
laun’s flag on the opposite side of the
They are scum, they are meaning half-mile long field and bring it back less, they have no self-respect, and no
integrity," tye-dye-clad Rosenberg
to the original base,
Slowly the KFJC soldier, clad in added with a big smile under long hair.
’They are trying to psych us out
camouflage with his face concealed by
the ominous protective mask, crept with the camouflage," he said before
forward untouched. If he got through the battles began, noting the heavy
the KSJS line of defense, he could eas- camouflage worn by the KSJS tem.
Fighting on the KSJS side were
dy take out several men, opening the
way to the flag for the rest of his team. three people who won the chance to
Suddenly, KSJS air personality fight by calling in to KSJS.
One winner, Debbie Hayes, a
Dan Robba (Dan Steele on the air)
leapt from his plywood wall cover to molecular biology senior, said she
trade direct fire with the impending used to play a few years ago with
threat. Paint flew back and forth in an slingshots and skateboards.
explosion of dust and color amid pn"I hate war. I hate guns. But I’m
mal screams of warfare,
damn good at Duck Hunt," Hayes
The "dead" KFJC soldier trudged said.
off the field slowly, hands and gun
The other two winners, Neil Jonas,
held in the air.
an SJSU art junior, and Tony
Thanks to the paint-plastered death Matthews who is not a student, said
of the KFJC soldier at the hands of they had also played before. All three
Robba, the balance quickly tipped fit right into the crazy KSJS team.
toward the station from San Jose.
Referee Vu Noting, a former SJSU
Robba’s heroism earned him the title student, said the radio warriors were
of "bloodthirsty" for the rest of the nuts. "They’re a lot of fun to watch,"
day.
he said. Haang competes nationally in
"It’s fun once you tag someone, it’s paintball competitions and recently
like YEAH," Robba said. "You just
returned from matches in New York
killed an individual, where else can and Chicago.
you do it? It’s kind of psycho, but it’s
After the real contest was over, and
KSJS was declared victor, the teams
Jon Campbell (Dr. Love), another divided up into mixed teams of both
KSJS radio personality, agreed. "We stations. Soon, however the ammuniwould shoot at nuns if they would let lion, which resembles the Nutrasweet
us," he said.
gumball, ran low, and the day slowly
The more experienced and better wound down to a peaceful barbecue
organized team, KSJS immediately Isepared by KFJC.

Patti LaBelle driven by thoughts of late family
NEW YORK (AP) Her parents
and three sisters are all dead now, and
Patti LaBelle feels driven by thoughts
of them.
"I feel that with my sisters and parents gone. I’m the only one here to
carry the family name," LaBelle said.
"So I have to work that much harder
because it’s not just for me, it’s all of
them that I’m representing."
Last year, the third of her three sisters, Jackie. died of cancer. Her mother and two other siblings previously
died of cancer.
Shortly after Jackie’s death, her
father died after suffering from
Alzheimer’s disease.
LaBelle’s plan to expand her audience hit a snag with the release last
year of the album "Be Yourself,"
which included Prince, Burt
Bacharach and Full Force as producersongwriters.
Despite the hits "If You Asked Me

To" and "Yo, Mister," the album was a
"disappointment," she said.
"It was one of my better albums,"
LaBelle said. "But it wasn’t marketed
nght."
Her hopes for the widespread
crossover success she desires now
rests on her new album, "Burnin’,"
which is being released this month.
The album also includes a reunion
with her old band mates, Sara Dash
and Nona Hendryx.
"I want this one to bust everything
wide open," she said. "I want it to do
like Whitney Houston’s albums."
She’s also embarked on a tour that
included stops at New York’s Apollo
Theatre and Atlantic City.
Touring gives her the chance to
meet people who "maybe never heard
of Patti LaBelle," she said.
Despite five Grammy nominations,
three Emmy nominations, one gold
and one platinum album, and roles on

television and film, LaBelle doesn’t
believe she’s a big star.
"I don’t feel like a star. ... I know
that I make a lot of people happy, but
I’m not a superstar like Madonna or
Michael Jackson.
"I feel that I reach a select few, and
they are very important people to me,"
LaBelle said. "But I am not a household word. To so many other people
I’m ’Path who?"
By ha own count, the 47-year-old
LaBelle said she’s only had about
three hit records in a career that spans
three decades.
In 1984, the song "New Attitude"
(from the film "Beverly Hills Cop")
became a hit and "sparked a resurgence in my career," she said.
"I always want to be noticed," she
said. "Some people have to go out
incognito, looking raggedy. When
they stop recognizing me then I’ll
know I’m not successful."
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LIFE
under
the

bridge
San Jose’s homeless
consider the Guadalupe
River their homefront
Continued From Front Page
The homeless view the world from under a
bridge. Perhaps they have a tent or a makeshift shelter to keep the wind and dust down.
For them it’s life in the outdoors without the
protection of campers, recreation vehicles or
motor homes. Some have jobs. Few have cars.
"Under any teidge, in any city of Amenca
there are homeless," Scott Wagers, SJSU sociology major and president of the Student and
Homeless Alliance, said. The SHA is a campus
organization that documents the homeless and
seeks their empowerment through an alliance
of intellectuals and the lower classes.
Mary relaxes after a day of travelling to stay ahead of the police and would be nit
"We wanted to correct the mistakes of the
past where intellectuals of the ’60s and even
Lenin did not make the connection with the
lower classes," said Mike Roberts, SHA vice
president. "Both groups have a voice, which is
critical, because it’s (Wagers’) and my view
that the homeless should shape their own destiny."
The Alliance considers homelesmess structural, not individual. At Wednesday night
teach -ins, where homeless attend, Wagers
stresses that feeding the hungry and clothing
the naked are treating the symptoms, not the
causes. He said the homeless and their allies
must act politically.
The SHA traipse the Guadalupe river corridors and other homeless camps to profile and
count the people who live there. Wagers and
Roberts know them by name.
Elsewhere along the river, other homeless
people have left their names on supports under A typical make shift home under the bridge is made of a bed, table and chairs
the bridges. Where Geno’s name adoms the
They’re like a jail, says Eddie Pugh, fomer Street Crimes Unit.
wall, nine people lived for nine years, accord"The Guadalupe and Coyote conidors are
ing to Wagers. iley had a sense of communi- Campbell firefighter who was homeless but
ty, he said. But unlike Ace’s group, they were has since found a place to live. The homeless off limits," she said. "We try to apply the rules
muss arrive in the evening, he said, and cannot consistently and fairly. Not everybody gets a
drinkers.
leave once inside at the risk of losing their citation."
space.
Mark got such a citation for sleeping at
Some are dry, some wet
With few exceptions, the shelters ask night in a park. He wants to know how he can
"Camps separate by living habits into dry patrons to leave at 7:30 am, and rarely accom- trespass on public property. He said the police
threatened to cut down his tent if he did not
camps, drug free and wet," Wagers said. Sober modate than during the day.
"In the Armory, all we do is lay out beds," leave. He said he had his fingerprint taken and
homeless find non-drinking camps and do not
accept alcoholics. The drug free group together Newkirk said. "You are kicked out the next complained that he was "booked."
"It’s the fuss ticket I’ve ever had," he said.
morning. You stand on a long line for a showas do alcoholics.
"You are not a criminal unless they make you
The homeless vary from the drifter who er. It’s certainly not luxury accommodation."
Homeless who get checks from social sernever settles down, to recent divorcees and laid
Amoroso said police can issue a citation
off workers. Both national and local estimates vice agencies receive them at the end of the
differ over how many homeless there are, but month and often take a few days in a motel, with a "Field 1" fingerprint. Taken at the time
Newkirk said. When they run out of funds they of citation and only of the right forefinger, it is
all agree their numbers are growing.
Although considered a transient population, return to the shelter.
to protect identity when people give wrong
While shelters provide a roof, they do not names, or have no identification with them, she
studies indicate that homeless in Santa Clara
County have lived here for at least a year ease the task of finding work, according to said. It is not the same as formal booking
Weslie Stanley, who is homeless and stays in a where people are brought into custody for full before becoming homeless.
finger and palm printing and checking of
"We are fairly certain that our homeless shelter.
Their address marks them as homeless, police monis.
population are not transient, but local," according to Bill Newkirk, homeless coordinator for whom employers are reluctant to hire.
"We do try to check bridges and creeks genSan Jose’s department of housing. "Shelters Crowded conditions and lines for showers erally," Amoroso said. "We ve had complaints
show 80 percent having residence in the city make it difficult to stay clean enough for inter- about those areas. Some encampments are
views. Swing shift workers return so late they criminal."
prior to coming to the shelter," he said.
She has tried to instill sensitivity toward the
Their numbers are in estimates, partly lase their beds.
homeless among her squad, Amoroso said.
because they do not want to be counted,
"But we want (the homeless) to go to shelters,"
Newkirk said. In a 1989 "Homeless In The Employers require automobiles
she added.
Bay" report to the Santa Clara County Board
Employers
often
require
automobile
ownernumber
Hostility from the homeless arises more
estimated
the
of Supervisors, the study
of homeless in Santa Clara County was at ship, which is why some homeless want a car from police answers to complaints than from
calls for emergency help, according to Stanley.
13,000 for the calendar year of 1987 through more than a house or aparunent.
"Without a reliable car you can’t hold a "I would have no hesitation about calling the
1988. An overlapping study, the "Help House
the Homeless" survey, placed the number at job," Ace said. "Without a good job, you can’t cops if I thought a homeless person was in
19,000 for the fiscal year of July 1, 1987 get money for a car. A friend might lend me niedical danger," he said.
the 510 for a license, but a car is expensive,"
through June 30, 1988.
-We do know that shelter usage is running he said.
Few can agree on causes
The unsheltered homeless sometimes find
100 percent," Newkirk said. "Winter usage has
increased 15 percent consistently over the past themselves at odds with the police who disAlthough all agree that the homeless lack
three years." In the San Jose Armory, 287 of burse them from camps if either citizens, the housing, few agree why hornelesssiets occurs.
the 300 beds are used every night, Newkirk City or Caltrans complains. It’s a misdemeanor
Some hornet= are unable to integrate into
for them to camp under the bridges over the society, Newkirk said. The Julian Street Inn
said.
Not only do the homeless often choose mit Guadalupe, under the overpasses of highways has a 69 -bed capacity for the disturbed and the
to be counted, they may choose to avoid shel- or in the park, according to Lt. Adonna Winter Amory takes people that are not harmAmoroso of the San Jose Police Department’s ful to themselves or to others.
ters.
Ihe homeless find themselves at odds with
the criminal justice system, Newkirk said. If
you are on parole, you must have and stay at a
stated address. If you camp along the river or
under the freeway, you are in auurrnata violation of parole, he said.
If arrested, officers may be reluctant to
release them on their own recognizance
Tina and Dan are homeless. Tina ran some people in the neighborhood give me
because they worry the homeless will not
water," she said. "Once in a while we have
away from a foster home when she was 17
return for a court date and the poke will mart
and lived along the Guadalupe River. She a lade money, hut we don’t want to go to a
find them
had a child now in the care of Dan’s fami- motel."
*fhe homeless are no inure criminally
ly.
She womes that people in rmaels take
inclined than traits *saws of society, Newkirk
She has a bronchitic cough arid has drugs "I’m oft drugs because I don’t want
said.
been diagnosed with lukernia. Now six and to mess my baby up," she said. "Why
"I think you *III find that ’mist of the
a half months pregnant with their second waste the money just for a TN and a show
honicle.ss RAI* art IK) more dangerous than
,ard.
child, she and Dan are still homeless, living or’?"
any other secuorr of Stklei),
When she was in the hospital she could
"Certainly housing is the most consistent
outside.
They share a small camp under a not pay the rent and lost her SMUOTI
and expensive problem you have in the long
or very low -meow housing. Dan works
bridge with another couple.
haul," Newkirk said.
As of June 1991, the City of Sari Jose had
"It’s a roof," she said looking up, "but I and Tina nterves public assistance, but not
ain’t got no four walls," she said stroking enough to pay for even a small apartment.
spent $3 7 million on four new homeless faciliShe could lose custody of her child
ties in the city, according to a report prepared
the dark tabby cat that played on the carpet
without an address, she said "I want to be
by the ritayut ’s Mice
she put clown.
From July I, 1989 to June 10, 1990, the city
Her skin and clothes arc clean and the out of here before this baby is born,
completed 238 units, of which 158 were veryhesause they’re not taking this baby away
camp has a laundered odor.
"1 get water from the nearby park and from MC."
low income housing, at a cost of $6 million. A
current project for 1,237 units will cost $32
million and will include another 817 very -low

Young homeless couple hoping for
real home before new baby comes

Photographs hy Donna ftrammer

’lady staff pholographr

ggers. Mary says a lot of people like to give the homeless a hard time

Ace, a homeless man (right), Scott Wagers (center) and Mike Roberts (right),
homeless advocates, observe an area that is usually populated by 15-20 families,
income homes, the report said.
The city anticipates that between 1989 and
the year 2000, San Jose will spend approximately $240 million on what is called affordable housing very low income, low income and
moderately priced units, the report said.
But San Jose has created only 20 patent of
currently needed low income housing as projected by the Association of Bay Area
Governments, according to MIA.
In "Cotique of the General Reclevekpment
Plan of the City of San Jaw," the authors state
that building of low-income units runs behind
need, and that with the drop off of federal
funds, "2,((X) (17 percent) of the 11,800 federally sponsored low-income rental units in the
county have been built."
!he critique also quotes the relevekarment
plan’s authors to the Meet "that there needs to
he more new eCOOOMIc tkvelopment than new
housing &vett limo*"
Redevelopment criticized
Wagers and Roberts also criticize redevelopment for providing too many jobs with
salaries that will not afford a month’s rent.
Pat Dando, of San Jose Redevelopment
Agency disagrees. Downtown has created shelters, low-income housing and jobs from janitor
IL) corporate executive, she said.
"Redevelopment has budt the only shelters.
We built the Julian Street Inn for the mentally
impaired. The Montgomery Street shelter provides day sirVICO: for hard OM homeless," she
said. "The Commercial Street shelter was to
deal with the working poor."

las Plumas is for families with children.
Homeless parents fear losing their children
if they put them in public schools, [Sancti said.
As a result, Las Plumes provides on -site jobtraining for parents, child care anti a whoa.
"Some people have the misconception that
we just build Fairmont Hotels," Dando said.
But Redevelopment generates projects across
the city that benefit everyone from improvements to Highways 87 and 85, to the
Convention Center and the Children’s
Discovery Museum increasing revenue and
bnnging 14,10) permanent jobs to the city, she
added.
Of these jobs, 72 patent are office personnel, 22 percent are retail, and six percent are
hotel employees, according to Linda Kimball
of the San Jose Office of Economic
Development
"I would get a job and studio if I could,"
Ace said. "It’s nice to go to the bathroom and
take a shower whenever you want. There’s
more self-respect and dignity in getting a job
and having a bane
Homelessness has spurred debate over its
cause and cure. Sources even debate how
many people have been or are homeless. But
everyone agrees their number is increasing.
In a small wood shelter along the river,
Mitch, formerly in collections and now unemployed stays with an old friend who is homeless. Mitch won’t stay outside long, according
to him.
"I’ll go back to collecting," he said. "The
money is better than getting unemployment."
But until then he is one more of the growing
number of homeless in San Jose.

SPARTAN DAILY

WORLD EVENTS

LOME, Togo (AP) - Rebel troops twice
seized the state broadcasting center Tuesday
in a botched coup attempt against a civilian
government trying to end 24 years of military
dictatorship.
State television reported that the troops,
after seizing the station in the morning,
departing in a hail of bullets a few hours later
and then returning in the afternoon, had left a
second time - presumably for good
as
nightfall approached.
Five people were reported killed in a clash
between the rebels and loyalist troops who
ended the morning siege of the station,
according to the 25-minute newscast.

Diplomats monitoring the broadcast, who
were reached by telephone from Abidjan,
Ivory Coast, said loyalist troops were guarding the station law Tuesday.
The newscast said the mutinous troops
seized the station in the morning and forced a
journalist to broadcast demands that interim
Prime Minister Joseph Koffigoh and his government resign.

@ Desertions hit
hard at Yugoslav
army morale
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia (AP) - About
30 Serbs huddled outside Belgrade’s main
army barracks, shouting their grievances to
any general who cared to listen.

Report says
Chernobyl plant
still dangerous
MOSCOW (AP) - A protective shield to
prevent radiation from leaking out of the
Chernobyl nuclear power plant data not meet
safety standards and should be reinforced, the
lass news agency reported today.
An immense steel and concrete "sarcophagus" was built around Reactor No. 4 after the
catastrophic explosion on April 26, 1986, that
spewed poisonous radiation across the
Ukraine, Byelorussia and much of Europe.
But, the report said, the protective shield is
not adequate.
"Inside the sarcophagus, there is no ventilation, gas cleaning or dust suppression sys-

tern," Tam uud, citing the findings of a parliamentary commission. "Rain is seeping
through and leaching radioactive elements
into the ground"
According to specialists, new protective
measures art needed to make the facility safe,
including the placement of a new cover over
the existing shield, the state news agency
said
The report said a new cover would be
inexpensive and would help stop the escape
of radicacuve substances.
But, Tans said, "The service life of the protection structures, estimated to be no longer
than 100 years, is not sufficient to reduce
radioactivity of 1718ICTL815 under the cover to a
safe level."
The ideal 9DlUll0F1 would be to completely
dismantle Reactor No. 4 and bury all radioactive waste in special storage areas, but the
high cost and numerous technical problems
have dissuaded specialists from that course of
action, Tans said.
The specialists said it would he impossible
to solve the problem without creating an
regional committee to coordinate the continuing cleanup of the Chernobyl explosion.

0 Cars banned
downtown as
smog record set
ATHENS, Greece (AP) - Air pollution
reached a record level in Athens Tuesday,
prompting the government to tran private cars
from the city center for a second day.
The official PERPA environmental agency
reported that nitrogen dioxide had reached a
record level and other pollutants such as carbon monoxide and ozone also were at high
levels.
A brown pollution clowd, known in
Athens as the "tidos." forms v.hen vehicle

NEW: STUDINT DENTAL PLAN
Office nits, teeth cleaned arid k
rays no charge
SAVE MONEY and your TEETH
Enroll now! For brochure see A.5
Office or
Call 800.655.3225
REPORTER SEEKS STUDENTS who
have purchased ’canned or ghostwritten term papers. For talc* In
progress. Confidentiality guareary
teed Cali 415 494,7720
MAKE A DIFFERENCE In the life of
a mentally ill person. Volunteer
your friendship 3 hours per week
Training Is [’molded.
Call 436-0606.
VOLUNTEER LEADERS NEEDED for
Inner City children / youth
Serve with Cfrylearn Ministries
Youth outreach In bible clubs.
tutoring. discipleship
Bernie Ashby
Hours
(408)998-4770

?wow.

CASS FOR COLLEGE. Scholarship
Quest has over 300,000 sources
of available college cash. Our per
sonsilzed Financial Penning Report
finds the hicken scholarship
sources for you Call for a free copy
of ’10 Ways To Stretch Your SchoF
earn* Chances’ 408 7398226

1977 DATSUN 280 Z
Low miles, excellent [vacation
$2600 Evenings 408 5546093
SEIZED CARS, trees, boats.
4 wheelers, motorhornes, by F.
IRS, DEA. Available your area now.
Call 805 682-7555 Ext. C-1255

FOR SALE
19Si PONTIAC TA. V8 lint cord
PS, PR, AC, FWD8 Red eat
grey/bile Int $44000 SO
3661862.
SOUD OAK BUNKOED topfrveln.
bottom/full Set mattress incl
Excellent condition 7300130

HELP WANTED
ACCTS. MI CLERK, PART-TIME
Detail oriented. 20 hour week,
$6.50 hour. Velcon Filters, Inc.
E 0 E Call Personnel 4368525.
NO DORKY MATS OR SCARY UNIFORMS! Just a fun, cool piece to
work, FT/PI, Flex hrs good pay.
Cooks/Counters, Drivers $7511
hr 18 yrs, own car. Ins , cm n DMV
PIZZA A GO GO
135W Santa Clara
10100 s DaAnra BM/

P/T SNIPPING & REC. 8
5,
T & TM Some heavy lifting, good
ARE YOU APMYING TO GRADUATE penmanship required 5 min No of
SCNOOL7 The Princeton Review 51SU Call use 14081 275.1784.
seeks Prete*. PreBusiness and
other prospective graduate stu
dents interested in taking a FREE DIRECTORS/TEACHERS NEEDED’
YMCA school age childcare
LSAT, GMAT or GRE diagnostic
Flex firs Nurturing environment
exam Cali (408) 268-9674 to
6 (CE units required
make your reservation Call Today!
Call Monica 262.3740
"MN. BLUE GREEN" has current
Cell Tech Products (algae & aoldoy
Onus’ on hand now. Special money
making/saying plan for 1st 5 sore
Iles, frets or groups Get brain
food/body rebuilding items from
Viktor in MI 211 or write; Plan 196,
PO. Box 9,51 CA 95103 Phone
408 2541447 Free yeast self-test
OPEN 5151.1
Oft, put God to the test and see
how kind He is!
father and mother.
your
Honor
You must not murder
You must not commit adultery
You must not steal
you must not lie
You must not be greedy
S Cite PO Boa 160315
Cupertino. CA 95016

AUTOMOTIVE
1984 PONTIAC FIERO/SE Owlet
clean. power everything. white.
cute $3900Fobo Jenny 257 9588
111114 MITSUBISHI TREDIA 4 dr
Sedan Auto trans. All. AM/FM
Case, cruise. pan windOws & locks,
Mich radials. new brakes & tune
up Good Condi $1495 obo Mike
415 3210870 int 4237
1974 FIAT X19 looks/runs good
Sell or tracks for motorcycle
the perfect car for Someone like
you! Cell Vied 971 3386
Don’t delay, this will to fast.
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SAL) for 20 years
"Croat Rates for Good Drivers’
’Good Rates for Hon-Good Drivers’
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
’Good Student’
’Family Multi-cat’
CALL TODAY
2965270
FREE
NO HASSLE NO OBLIGATION
QUOTE
Also open Saturdays 32

UNIQUE OPPORTUNTS Make
thousands around your scheduler!
For FREE details. send 5. se to
Ultimate lob, 4960 Almaden Elroy
0101, San Jose CA 95118
BUSINESS STUDENTS, Get
experience In your rent ANY
MOUNTAIN is offering a Sews
Assistant Internship Become Pert
of the sport Industry Rayons’.
Wiles include budget projections.
purchase Order inpdt and more
Information. cell Diane Stanbuy
2556182 or 255.6400
IMIECTOR 1011 L/C. PLAY CENTER
for 210 yew olds Eve & weekend
near Cerullo Mail 2818880
THE ORIGINAL CRAB NOUSE
Now hiring
*Servers w/ Dinner Houses (up
*Cooks
’Bartenders
’Oyster Bar
*Host / Hostess
’Bus
Immediate positions eversible at
our NEW location 10 min from San
lose State Apply in person,
2-4 pm weekdays
5506 Monterey RI
et Blossom Hifi)
In Monterey Plaza
SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST
wanted permanent pert time
Starting $6/1 Will writ around
school schedule Phones, typirg,
filing computer experience Call
Elaine at 408 2931212
CHEMISTRY TECHNICIAN
Midwest Research Institute MRI,
leading research organization is
seeking e Parttime technician for
our new California openstion
Responsibilities include sorry,’
&traction analysis, stock solution
weparetion of chemicals, and date
entry into Lotus Redulninents
school diploma. 1 2
include
yell* college educetkin. preferably
In Chemistry, and famherity with
Lotus Weedeneet Qualified

iv,

candidates please resporx1 to
MRI. 6268 Clyde Ave , Mountain
View, CA 94043 or for resumes to
4158947983 M/F/V/H, E.0 E.,
a drug screening employer
CHILDCARE IN OUR Los Gatos
home 2 sons. 10 yr/old and blind
4 n/old 816 hrs *14 Mondays.
other hrs vary Flkexible with a stu
dent. Own trans., references.
$5 50 hr Call Sue at 356-6515.

No Experience Required
Immediate Interviews
Apply: Barn Spun, Mon.- Fri.
Vanguard Security Services
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Owe
(betw San Tomes Exp./0CW)

HOUSINQ

ROOMMATE
WANTED
Rent
FAST FUNDRAISER $1000 in 1 $21250 2 bad / 2 bath share
week Greeks, Clubs, ANYONE No room. 148 E Williams, Gateway
risk. 18001 7486817 x 50
APIs Contact Ben King 9714708
MODE. SEARCH 91 Cosmopolitan
International modeling agency
seeking M / F for fashion, print and
TV commercial work For free eve,
reatkn CWI 3746090
TEACHER OF PHYSICAL
EDUCATION & Motor Development
or children, 2 to 12 years
Experience and car required
Gyrnsters. Inc . (408)9988955
AVAILABLE!
POSTAL
JOSS
Many positions Great tenets Call
8051382.7555 En P.3310
Al FUNDRAISER NATIONWIDE
Your fraternity, sorority, or otner
campull group Can earn between
$50061000 in less than 7 days
You pay absolutely nothing
C811113007352077 Eat 3
ATTN: ACCOUNTING MAJ. Pil Sal
hi krol co by S/SU A/P Computer. file. phone Ideas encouraged
86men welcome to women owned
business 993-1881
NUTRRIONIST: for minor San *se
non-Port organization FT
Excellent benefits Apply
Second Harvest Food Bank.
297 Commercial St San Jose. CA
95112 2869170. E 0.E

WIN THE CREW at the Rusty Scup
Derr Applications accepted UP
2 30.500 1235 erne,* Pkwy,
Sunnyvale. 245.2911 Conveniently
located off Hwy 101 & Lawrence
Edam/ See you acoro
RECIPE. ON CHILD Dn/ED
MAJORS! Smell World Schoole Is
hiring tilliChWs and substitutes tot
our 9 preschool 16 12 units (CI
preferred) and 12 schootag
rem/Pt units o k I programs We
have both ruiturnit and poet time
Poliiions Flexible lows evellable
Our centers are open earn to 6 purr
Experience wefered but not
required Call 257 7326
START 57 11.00 KR HOUR
DO, Swing Grave shifts Ft/Pt
Weekly Pity
SlcultY/RecePtiOn/tigh tech
Excellent benefits
Credi umber. Medical Insurance

commercial Special 1 hour,
Introductory flight for $35 (Xi Call
Pm at 14081 723.3146 for details

den in Vic
1 BORN/1 BATH
(orlon duplex, 12th & San Antonin.
$720 ’no Avail 10/1/91 Must
be quiet 298,4057 for appt eves
N msg days

REPOSSESSED & IRS Foreclosed
Ponies mailable at below market
yelps Fantastic savings. You
repair Also S&L bailout properties Call 806682.7555
En H1513

NOR SALE PERFECT 2 BEDROOM.
NOME. Remodeled doll nouse
w/neive oak kit, aid bath Parkilke
yard! Neer SJSUr Call Linda
3710980 eor- am!

5250.00 REWARD
LOST NECKLACE AND RING
Call 14081735-7743

RENT ROOM in very nice town
house. So. S J. Own room, share
bath DAV & W/D. Quiet, Mature.
Responsible $275/mo. 1/3 utll.
Gerry W 988-8556 H 267-2336.

4100 REWARDS Ben & Orange
Cawood** PAM bee stolen or,
Thurs 267h between 2 30-4 00
pm at Duncan Hair Any We call
Dan 2946152

LOST &FOUND

ROOMMATE WANTED 1 br./1 be
$300 rent, $275 chap UP incr.
Garage Patio 3 bibs from SZU
Call Cynthia 977-1720
STATE HOUSE APARTMENTS
2 tent) / 2 bath start $765 Free
basic cable TV, Security Gates.
Rernodeied - Roomy and clean
50$S 11th St
Call Den 295.5256 or
Steve 729.0290
leave message

PERSONAL
COMPttERMATE. low cost dating
e FREE brochure PD Box
612112. 51. CA 95181 2112
’800423-91,99 ’Agents Wanted’
R RESOURCE. a
serving
monthly
publication
entreprOneurS with We & articles
Sample copy $2 , year $12 PO Box
7010. Van Nuys, CA 91409 7010

2 IDRM.-2 BATH
Free cable,
secured parong. quiet Idea. for 4
students Pool table g pngpodg
4th & William 8410603
ROOMMATE NEEDED $425 2
bc1/2 be New compel, female. 5
min fr S1SU Elizabeth 971 2443

wnt,

POP SYSTEMS has Job openings
in high-tech computer industry
Excellent OPPOrtunity for racketing
marketing
majors,
or
any
graduating
senior
Call
1408) 1114.0301 for Interest In a
full-time or part time account
executive position open

Quiet, nice for staff.
1 block from campus
ASPEN VINTAGE TOWER 297-470

2 SORM / 2 SAT11 APT. 1770
820 a rno & 1 Bdrm/1 bath apt
$800 a rno 12 mo lease Welk or
ride bike to school 790 S 11th
street Laundry fell/ties, swoon
bldg. urine TV avail Renowned
very clean Call mar 2889157

VOLUNTEER SUPERVISOR/SAL- ROOM IN TOWNHOUSE. 880 &
VASE., Supervise food sorting pro Camden Msti /bath $450 or room
Jetts for nonprofit organization $350 N/S 408 8799415 Nice
Train volunteers in food handling
UKE NEW 11111 APTS. Br girt
and sanitation procedures Min 25
MK. OW. AC Gated
& airy
hours/week. flexible hours, some
parking. intercom. laundry Two
Saturdays and eves Benefits
comments OK.Rent $6855850
Apply Second Harvest Food Bank,
Also rent monthly peeking onry
297 Commercial St San lose. CA
95112 2869170 101.
COUNSELOR/Millet CARE staff
needed at local ’residential twill.
ties for young adults & adolescents
with autism & related disebliines
FulJtime and part time positrons
available Start $6 00 $6 25 an
hour Call 408 448 3953

and industrial emmissions combine with
warm, still weather in this mountain-ringed
capital of about four million people.
Temperatures, which reached 91 degrees
Tuesday, were expected to remain high mini
Thursday.
The independent PAKOE environmental
agency reported that 647 people sought medical treatment for heart and breathing problems exacerbated by the pollution.

NEWS

SERVICES

SEA, EMOTIONS AND DIME/
Prce 539
Stucern 10.
Date Set Oct 12 Time 912 am
Place Radisson S San Jose
399 Silicon Wiley Blvd

an wnts

SO% DISCOUNT en all
PERMANENT COSMETICS
Enhance your natural Iseaulyn
Ewe liner. Eyebfows Lee Cheeks
Small ’cars blended.
Expires 122591
Call Trish at 4083733500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621E Campbell Ave. *17
Campbell, CA 95008
BARE IT AU.I PERMANENT HAIR
REMOVAL Stop shaving -waxing
tweezing-or using chemicals Let
us permanently remove yea
unwanted heir Bad’s, Chest. Lip,
Bikini. Chin, Tummy, etc Students
& Faculty 15% discount 1st coot
1/2 price if made before December
25th Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E Campbell Ave. 17. Camp.
ben. Call 408 3793500
Owen Trish or Markey
Registered Elecfrologists
ELECTROLYSIS CUNICI Unwanted
hair removed foreve Specralist
Confidential Your own sterile
probe or disposable
Call 247-7411111.
335 S Baywood Ave San Jose

TUTORING: Economics. Finance,
Business. Math. "Safari A’ cox
lege study skills, by an Associate WRITING, RESEARCH SERVICES.
Professor (PhD) 11 years teach. All subjects Paper thesis deveicip
enent, assrstance Qualified writ
Irg experience at Mkklie Tennessee
ors Edney Resumes
State UnlversIty (accredited!
Work guaranteed Reasonable
Prof Wry, 14081 7491518
Berkeley 14151841-5036
COLLEGE FINANCIAL CELIA SchoL
Beirut/ sources ((At preparation
1,800727 2258 Est 4376

TRAVEL

LEARN TO FLYI
An lean -% :if sate through

FREE TRAVEL Air couriers and
Crurseshos Students also needed Christmas. Soong and Summer

QUIZ

Hve correct - news stud. Three
to four - reads USA Today.
One to two - Where have you
been?
O How old are crackers in the
MacQuarrie Hall basement, which
were to be used for emergencies?
Name a role-playing game the
Fantasy/Strategy Club will be playing
tonight in the Student Union.
0 Which Spartan was named Big
West defensive player of the week for
his play against Utah State?
O Where did an army mutiny on
Monday leave at least 26 dead and 200
wounded?
O What would the Academic Senate
like to do to lure candidates to the
office of SJSU president?
ANSWF.R.S: I) More that 30.years old. 2) "Slat
Fleet Rattles, "Champions and "Advanced
Dungeons & Dragons." 3) Senior defensive
tackle Simon Vacafi. 4) Puttau-Princre, Ilium 5)
The Academic Senate would like to find a pleat
denial residence to attract candidatea.

Mita/ hi, Corry ’Frisch/el’
Spartan Doh Assistant ’sews Feu r

FAX:
PHONE:

CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS

7

SjSU WEATHER: TODAY - Sunny, overnight patchy fog. High of 84.
TOMORROW- Late night low clouds burn off to fair day. Sunny with high of 83.
"We don’t want to fight under the
Communist red sus," they yelled, referring to
the army emblem. "We don’t want to fight
unless sonxxine explains to us what Serbia a
in this war for."
The group represented some of the thousands of Serbs deserting from the Yugoslav
People’s Army, once reportedly the bestequipped fighting forte in the Balkans.
The 9.5 million Serbs. Yugoslavia’s largest
ethnic group, are the only pool left from
which the army can draw the 110,000 conscripts it needs for one year of mandatory service.
Since war erupted when Slovenia and
Croatia declared independence June 25, those
two republics have sent no recruits.
Macedonia and Bosnia-Hercegovina, two
other republics, have followed suit, leaving a
heavily ethnic Serb army increasingly
involved on the Serb side of an escalating,
undeclared war.
But, as the desenas indicated Monday, no
one has told Serbs why they are fighting.

0 Army demands
transitional
democracy out
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Englisn teacher assist
you in improving your
G PA Foregn students
welcome Call Barbara
at WRITE/TYPE140812954438

for Amusement Park employment
Cell 805 682.7555 Ent F-186

WORDPROCESSINQ
EXPERIENCED WORD Processor,.
familiar with APA/Turebran
formats. Science and English
Papers our Specialty Free spell
check/storage Low-cost editing
and replies. Resumes and other
services available
Mesterson’s Weft/ Processing
Call Paulo Virginia 251,0449

AAANI ELPERIDICED TYPIST.
Let me do the typing!!
Resumes teem Pews, theses,
etc Grad & um:leered. Available
days levee & weekenda by spot
IBM Ccenp / Laser printer.
Call Arne - 9724992

Frenoiy
WORD PROCESSINS
home typist using Word Perfect &
Law printer Near Boning’, & De
Anne Bred 12 Years legal trxDrionce. Suzanne 4465668
TYPING & WORDPROCESSOM
$2 PER PAGE
EILEEN 2261459
CALL MARSHA 2418-94411 for Wad
processing with Word Perfect 5 1
and HP Law II Specialize ’dint
e g. grammar, sentence structure.
formatting APO, Turablan, MLA(
Can also edit your 5 1/4 disk In WP
5 0/5 1 or ASCII. Assistance with
all Phases of Pears tenfr paper &
resume preparation ESL students
welcome WV* Glen area
WHEN THE BEST
IS ALL YOU NEEDI
Papers lypeo
Laser Printer
Spell Cheek.
$1 90 pp and up
Evening & weekend appts
Berryessa/Eveegreen
254-4565
PROFESSIONAL TYPO’S SERVICE
Wm() Processing, Term Papers
Theses, Graduate Work, APR &
tunable’ Desktop Publishing,
Grate( Design & Layout
Law Output
Satisfaction Guaranteed
VIRGILIO INTEGRATED PUBLISHING
New Oskachge Mall 2246395
A NEATLY TYPED PAPER
gets the best grade
Good %herring and remrfrar
also help Let this

924-3282
924-3277

AFFORDABLE & IRPERIENCED
wordprccessing’ Term pe(3,5
reports, group Papers, resurnes
letters, theses. lawprinter.
etc All fames plus APR.
SCreircheck. punctuation/ grammar
assrstarice All work guaranteed.
Cali PAM 247 2681, 8arn 8orr
for worry free professona
dependable Service
ABANDON ME FRUSTRATiONI
CALL EDP SERVICES.
Reports APR %nab*"
resumes, letters & more
Postscript Lewin
Affordable, accurate, & fist.
Hours 8 30 am 7 00 prn
Carr F.’,/,’ 2798014
CALL LINO* TODAY
for experencec preessonal
wordprocessing Theses, term
POWS, group prOIects. etc
All formats Including APR
Quick return TranscrIcann ser
vices available AnneOen Bran
ham area Phone 2644504
QUALITY TYPING SERVICE
Term papers. theses ,eSurseS
letters. reports Al, monrats
Steno ’once Pick up and derNory
For large jobs 20 years
experrence MA In English
Call Margaret,
8 am to 8 pm. at 251,6775
TWO BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS
new to Original Joe’s
TYPING WORDPROCESSING
51 6052 00 pege
Macintosh laser print
Notes, [tapers, letters
awes resumes. etc Free editing
Dohrmann Business Conte
325S 1st St 1st P 2830700
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SIO 00 VI 00 $1200
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Each addihonal day St 00
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ONE DAY

ALL ISSUES
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’Funniest People’ looks FORT ORD: Site for campus found
to SJSU for comic relief
By Jason Rothman
nut
I)1
So you think you’re funny.
Well then grab a video camera, because the
"America’s Funniest People" television saies
is in San Jose.
As part of a new search for comedy,
"America’s Funniest People" is going to
schools across the country. Tuesday, field producer Jeff Goldstein was on campus making a
presentation about what the show is looking
for.
He will also be holding auditions in
Eastridge Mall Friday between noon and 3
p.m., and between 4 p.m. and 8 p.m.
"We are looking for quick visual humor that
pays off fast," Goldstein said. "We have found
a lot of quality people who are interested in
doing this as a career, and we have goaen a lot
of funny material from people on campuses."
Students can win $2,000, 53,000 and

$10,000 with their videos.
Anyone can produce a video tur the show,
as long as it is humor that the family can watch
together. In other words, students can’t swear,
but they can say "booger," and make "armpit
fatting noises," according to Goldstein.
"This is pie-in -the -face stuff, very broad
and very simple." Goldstein added "You never
give the audience enough time to get bored
with the skit."
Each tape is screened by the staff of the
show. The funniest tapes then go to the producer and director, and they make the decision as
to what makes it on to the show, axording to
Conchita Thorton-Marusich, the director of
research.
People at SJSU have 22 weeks to submit
their material to the show, and they can do it
through temporary television production
instructor David Yohn.
Yohn can be reached at 924-4542, or Hugh
Gillis Hall 126 for more information.

From Front Page
university in 10 to 15 yews.
Administrators have worked to prepare
building conversions, absorbed toxic cleanup
reports and huddled with politicians.
The result - a formal pniposal for the satellite headed for the Chancellor’s Office (k-t. 25.
Chancellor Munitz got a sneak preview of
the site proposals and conversion plans and a
whirlwind tow of the base during his Visit to
SJSU last week.
Hendrickson, tamer garrison commander a
Fort Out, chose the proposed sites after cak:ukiting which faihties military and other federal
agencies would keep.
But SJSU may not have to wait in line
behind the feds.
If the U.S. Department of Education
requests land be set aside for educational purposes, the satellite proposal would be given
equal footing with requests from federal agencies, according to Congressman Leon Panetta,
D-Monterey.
The University is asking for approximately
1,200 acres including housing estates, domiitory complexes with separate dining commons, a

Apple’s Sculley boosts new
desktop publishing products
SAN JOSE, Calif. (AP) The
way Apple Computer Inc. Chief
Executive John Sculley sees it, just
about everybody with a personal computer will get into some fain of desktop publishing this decade.
And Sculley, who introduced two
new Apple laser printers and a picture
scanner at the Seybold Computer
Publishing Conference here, told the
group Tuesday that the advanced
machines make desktop publishing
easier than ever.
He compared the innovations,
which include automatic focusing,
scaling and shading features, to technological advances that male 35-millimeter cameras easy to use.
"You don’t have to be an expert
anymore. Even I can use these
machines," Sculley quipped, saying
he didn’t use an older picture scanner
because it took too long as much
as 90 minutes to get a good reproduction.
Sculley said that graphics and
fancy fonts propelled desktop publishing in the ’80s, but computer-printed
photos will be this decade’s winner.
Apple’s new OneScanner hooks up
to its popular Macintosh PCs to create
black-and-white graphics and images
that can be used in documents from
laser printers.

GAP

In the meantime, it would be restricted to
upper-division and graduate COUr3CS, with four
leical community colleges providing general
education
Community college presidents have
expressed concern ova competition for lowerdivision students should the campus expand to
a four-year curriculum.
Such worries are premature, Ham said,
since demographics could change greatly by
the year 2000.
It could all be SJSU’s
with the approval
of the CSU, the Army and the Fort Ord
Community Task Force and a little legislation by Congress.
Federal law currently prohibits transfer of
military property identified by the EPA as pan
of a national priority list for toxic contamination until cleanup is complete.
Should the law be amended and the satellite
proposal win the blessing of all three agencies,
university officials and the Army say toxic contamination would be a small consideration.
The contamination is limited to solvent and
gasoline spills from service stations, according
to the Army.

Protesters angry about gay rights veto drown
out Governor’s speech at Stanford University

STANFORD (AP) Screaming
sure with the veto.
Sunday, saying it would burden
-We’re trying to communicate dia employers by adding to the "flood"Shame, shame," and hurling debris,
demonstrators angry over Gov. Pete this is going to cost him. That this was ude" of litigation, which he called a
Wilson’s veto of a gay rights bill not the right move and that we are per- threat to the state’s economic wellApple’s new LaserWriter hg and
LaserWriter III can enhance those
drowned out his speech at Stanford sonally outraged and insulted," said being.
Harrison Brace, 24, a graduate student
University on Thesday.
scanned images by using advanced
The veto also sparked a violent
Demonstrators rushed the stage, in comparative literature.
technology called PhotoGrade and
night of protest Monday as demonstraFinePrint to improve lines and shadAfter indicating he would likely tors in San Francisco and Los Angeles
startling thousands of seated alumni,
ings. The PhotoGrade, for example,
but were held about 20 feet from the sign the hill, AB101, Wilson vetoed it trashed state office
governor by a line of police in riot
allows a laser printer to use 16 shades
of gray instead of five in most dotgear. State police surrounded the govmatrix machines.
ernor, some batting away flowers and
The printers will be available in
pamphlets thrown toward the podium.
limited quantity in October and in
Despite the jeers and whistles,
The Mel & Dorothy Cotton Israel Speech Contest was develWilson completed his 10-minute
higher volume in November. The sugoped as an "on -site" ’experience for future Jewish leaders in
"Desktop publishing was one of
gested retail price for the LaserWriter
speech, delivered as pan of Stanford’s
the San Jose area. The contest otters one Jewish student curcentennial celebration. His wife,
[If and LaserWriter lItt are $3,599 and our problems," he said. "But you can
rently attending San Jose State University an all -expense -paid
Gayle, sat nearby, anxiously holding
$4,599, respectively. Suggested retail expect to see Apple on the leading
price for upgrades are $1,549 for the edge of publishing technology in the
the hand of a woman seated next to
14 -day trip to Israel at the conclusion of the Fall 1991
1990s."
llf and $2,549 for the 11g.
IICE
semester. It is expected that upon his or her return, the contest
According to Sculley’s vision,
At one point, when an orange was
Doug Kass, a computer industry
winner will assume the chair of the UJA Campus Campaign.
analyst with Dataquest, Inc., in San desktop publishers will use more
tossed directly at him, Wilson calmly
caught it, smiled, and threw it beck at
Jose, said Apple is pushing technolo- reproduced pictures in their products,
The 1991 contest topic is
gy forward, and that desktop publish- and businesses will begin to incorpothe audience.
ing will become an easy that novices rate into documents computerized
Stanford President Donald
photos, using sophisticated scanners
can use the machines.
Kennedy congratulated "the gover"Apple’s new products are pretty and laser printers.
nor’s courage" after Wilson finished
CONTEST RULES
whiz-tangy, because they eliminate a
Sculley said he recently sold a
and took his seat on the stage.
lot of the steps," Kass said. "I house by including a computerized
Just before he was drowned out,
1. Eligible participants include all first, second or third -year
wouldn’t say they’re one -touch photo of the property on a letter, and
Wilson told the demonstrators, "I will
Jewish students attending San Jose State University.
machines, but it’s correct that desktop he sent it by facsunile.
give you some advice, this is not the
"The use of photos in documents is
publishing is becoming friendlier."
time or the platy for fascist tactics."
2. All works must be original
Apple introduced its first going to be a competitive edge,"
His speech, only snippets of which
3. Speeches must have a maximum length of 10 minutes.
LaserWriter in 1985, and has since Sculley said, explaining that reahors
were audible, discussed Stanford’s
improved the machines, but Sculley and other businesses could benefit by
future as well as its contributions to
4. Written speeches must be submitted (typed, double-spaced)
the nation over the last century.
said Apple didn’t move forward fast including photos of items for sale or
to contest director David Mesher, English Department, San
enough.
new products.
Before the speech, about 300
Jose State University, no later than 5 p.m., October 21, 1991.
protesters mingled in the crowd of
5. Those speeches selected for the first -round competition will
4,000 that gathered to listen to Wilson
and U.S. Secretary of Health and
be heard at a site and date to be announced.
Human Services Louis Sullivan.
Winner will be announced at the JCRC Board Meeting on
6
From Front Page
sponsor the fair.
Former Secretary of State George
November 13, 1991
The demonstration includes a solar Shultz also attended.
ronmerual data and volunteer sign-ups box cooker. -This is really a novelty,"
Protesters said beforehand that they
7. The winning speech may be published in part or entirety in
for activities ranging from restoration Gerber said. "It’s really cheap." The wanted to demonstrate their displeathe Jewish Community News
of Big Basin to recycling and ride - materials consist of cardboard, foil and
sharing projects.
&assThe ERC booth has a list of enviThe temperature can reach as high
ronmental group projects in which they as 350 degrees. The booth provides
are trying to seek volunteer help. "We instructional pamphlets on how to conay to place volunteers in area of their struct the solar cooker.
environmental concern," said Jason
Also on display was a parabolic
Gerber, environmental coordinator of ’rya. This solar heating device is a litERC.
tle more complex than the solar box
By noon Tuesday, he had collated cuoker. The fryer is made up of a conmore than 30 volunteer signatures, cave dish lined with tiny square mirrors. It fries up to 500 degrees
Gerber said.
The largest number of sign-ups Fahrenheit.
The reason that these devices have
have been for the Big Basin restoration
project, he added. Big Basin is a red- not gained much popular use is
wood state park in Santa Cruz County. because people have this idea that you
The volunteers will help in planting need direct sun in order to cook,
veget,tion and assist in anti -erosion according to Gerber. "You do need
and slope stabilization projects.
sunlight to heat the solar cookers, but
The SJSU students in charge of the the cookers trap high temperatures of
heat for a long time.
members
solar demonstration are staff
of the ERC. The solar cook -off
"You could go to work and put a
lial cc- .,iecomplisheal a kit to gratIikat
Packaging lingo iuuuuu
demonstration is in preparation for the stew -type dish in the cooker, conic
But you emit lest iii sour laurels I
li.st Engineering
Solar Fair to be held this weekend in home from work and have a nice hot
Pros essing Engineering
tittle tit oil Sr oil uctlit Mum Ili the tesi. to
downtown San Jose. The ERC is a co- dinner waiting," Gahm- said.
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’You can expect to
see Apple on the
leading edge of
publishing
technology in the
1990s.’

Israel Speech Contest

"What Israel Means To Me."

SOLAR COOKS

From Front Page
Lowman agreed, "The date rape
seminar went over really well. Now
they’re better informed."
Pila, who has worked with Greeks
in the past, participates with PEP in
programs such as alcohol awareness
and other campus wide events. Her
participation is just another step in the
GAP program.
"I was very pleased with the
turnout and the response," Pita said.
"It was very positive and it seemed
that the students got a lot out of it I
think it’ll become a standard from
now on."
GAP is also promoting a closer
relationship with IFC and Panhellenic
members, as well as houses.
"It is really important to us,"
Rivera said to the crowd, "One house
is supported by the whole Greek sys-

POLICE:
Front Front Page
Those who enter without permission
are subject to arrest.
Najjar said if the new system
doesn’t seem to be working out to the
student’s benefit, they will change it to
adapt.
The two residential hall PSAs on
each shift worked together as they
patrolled the area. Having only one
PSA in the residence hall areas
wouldn’t greatly affect safety, but they
may have to call for back up more
often, UPD spokesman Richard
Staley said.
Resident director Kevin Hall said
the 24 -hour desk helped him out in his
job. Before the desk was available,
people wanting phone numbers or
other information would call RDs and
RAs, regardless of the time of day.
Now the number postal around the
area tells people where to call for
information. "Before there was really
no way to get them in," he said.
"Nobody’s voiced any complaints."
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EMPLOYMENT
Weekends

child-care center, potential labs and a spans
club targeted to become the Student Union.
The dorms are superior in
and amenities to the current "red -brick" halls, according
to S.ISU’s Alan Freanan, open wax and plan lung director.
Students, faculty and fraternities could
reside in more than LOCO two, three and fourbedroom homes.
The minimal site outlines an 800-acre campus. University officials wouldn’t estimate the
total cost for the land and building conversions.
The 1,000 students served by the current
Monterey satellite in Salinas would probably
move in the fall of 1994, according to
Hendrickson arid Roberto Ham, SJSU satellite
director.
Administrators expect the campus to eventually, accumniodate 15,000 students in an independent university offering a range of programs.
However, CSU would not expand the satellite facility without an increase to 50)0 students, Ham said, including 1,200 to 1,500 fulltime students. Ham estimated that would happen about the turn of the century.

Wed. Oct. 2nd,6 & 9pm
Morris Dailey Auditorium
$2.50* Public Welcome!
I or more info call the It A I ’Line
(408)924 6161 *Rapid Apathy Terminator
funded by the Associated Students
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